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Industry changes, including vehicle
electrification, should benefit the highlighted automobile
companies.
POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS:

Ford Motor     [F]

General Motors     [GM]

Tesla Motors  [TSLA]
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We concur with GM CEO Mary Barra's belief
that "the automobile industry will change more
in the next five to 10 years than in the last 50."

We expect vehicle powertrain electrification to
accelerate during the next decade and increase
its penetration of the market dominated by the
internal combustion gas engine for more than a
century.

We see automakers and others increasing demand for and use of software/technology to enhance
autonomous driving, fuel efficiency, safety and mobility offerings and features in vehicles.

Changes to the automotive industry are often driven by upstarts, such as 13-year-old Tesla Motors, Inc.'s
(TSLA 221 **) all-electric vehicles, technology firm Alphabet Inc.'s Google's self-driving car project, and
Uber Technologies, Inc.'s ride-hailing service. Changes are also driven by regulatory and consumer
demands for increased vehicle fuel efficiency and reduced carbon impact (emissions and manufacturing)
and enhanced safety. Electrification is critical to meeting targeted light vehicle corporate average fuel
economy (CAFE) mpg requirements of 54.5 mpg by 2025, up from 2016's 35.5 mpg target.

We see traditional large automotive companies benefiting from these changes, despite challenges from new
entrants. First, their size and manufacturing know-how make them the natural producers, buyers and
partners of a range of vehicle propulsion systems and technologies. Second, technological changes are key
to helping auto makers meet regulatory requirements and consumer demand.

Based on data from J.D. Power (a unit of S&P Global Inc.) and LMC Automotive, battery electric vehicle
(BEV) and hybrid (HV) (using gas and other propulsion systems) vehicle penetration will accelerate
between 2015 and 2025. Hybrid and electrified vehicles should reach 21% (18.3% HV and 2.9% BEV) of
global vehicle sales in 2025, up from just 2.9% (2.5% and 0.4%, respectively) in 2015. We see this as
indicative of where the world will be moving over the next couple of years, but note that traditional
engines and manufacturers will still dominate.

With hazardous smog in its large cities as a motivator, China (134,000 sold) leapfrogged the U.S. (88,000)
to become the largest EV market in 2015 according to J.D. Power. However, with the U.S.'s substantial
lead (433,000 sold vs. China's 88,000) in the much larger HV market, LMC does not expect China to
overtake the U.S. in combined total alternate-fuel vehicles sales until 2024. We see lower emission vehicle
capabilities as key to keeping and growing market share in both of these important markets.

It used to be that automotive M&A deals were driven by desire for mechanical or geographic
manufacturing capabilities. Today, companies are spending or planning to spend billions of dollars on
autonomous and "green" technology. Automobile companies are investing in or partnering with companies,
software and technologies in order to change how vehicles are manufactured and used.

We see risks of technological constraints, such as the inability to reduce battery costs enough to make EV's
affordable. Low gas prices could slow the pace of consumer adoption to alternative fuel vehicles.

Ford Motor Co. (F 13 *****) is the second largest U.S.-based vehicle manufacturer. In early May, Ford
invested $182 million in Pivotal, a cloud-based software firm to strengthen its software abilities and
accelerate consumer facing innovation. Ford is highlighting its plan to transition to an automotive and
mobility company. While focused on its core automotive business, Ford seeks to be a leader in
connectivity, mobility, autonomous vehicles, and consumer experience. Ford plans to spend $4.5 billion on
vehicle electrification, including adding 13 new electric vehicle nameplates and offering electrification on
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more than 40% of its vehicle lineup by 2020. We believe Ford's manufacturing experience and leadership
with hybrid vehicles sales and strong balance sheet will help it remain a leader as the industry changes.

General Motors Co. (GM 31 *****) is the largest U.S. based vehicle manufacturer and a market leader in
China. GM has invested more than $2 billion in electrification since 2010 and has committed to having
more than 500,000 vehicles on the road by 2017 with some form of electrification. In early 2016, GM
made a notable $500 million investment in Lyft, a ride-hailing company. GM intends to combine
autonomous driving technology from Cruise Automation Inc. once it completes its planned $1 billion
purchase of that company. Lyft drivers are also a potential customer base for its upcoming Bolt electric
vehicle. We think transactions such as these, combined with our view of GM's growing electric vehicle
skills, position GM to be an important player as the industry evolves.

Tesla Motors is the world's biggest seller of luxury all-electric vehicles. Tesla sells only all-electric
vehicles and has attracted a dedicated following. From a base of about 50,000 vehicles sold so far, Tesla
has targeted selling 500,000 all-electric vehicles by 2018, with the 2017 introduction of a mass market
Tesla Model 3 vehicle selling at a base price of $35,000. Tesla recently said it had about 400,000 orders
with $1,000 deposits for the vehicle, indicating a potential hit product. Despite its rapid growth, we are
concerned about Tesla's valuation.

EFRAIM LEVY-CFA, S&P Global Market Intelligence Equity Analyst
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Supply chain implications from the evolution
of the connected car.
POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS:

Flextronics Intl    [FLEX]

FLIR Systems   [FLIR]

Mobileye NV   [MBLY]

TE Connectivity   [TEL]
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The electronic equipment supply chain
continues to yield further advancement in
optionality for the future of cars, and we
currently see little to buck the trend longer
term. We examine updated SNL Kagan
projections for connected cars, which point to
further increases driven by elevated demand.
We think this remains a positive catalyst for
electronic equipment companies. We take a
deeper dive into pivotal products, which we think could play a large role in the semi-autonomous and
connectivity themes.

Up until the early 1970s, "pumping the brakes" remained a common routine to enable a driver to steer
around an obstruction in wet or snowy conditions while simultaneously stopping. The first anti-lock
braking system (ABS) was implemented in the 1971 Chrysler Imperial (dubbed "Sure-Brake"), to offset
this shortfall. However, some tend to forget the inability for this offering to initially gain widespread
consumer acceptance (featured in under 5% of Imperials through 1973), due to lofty price points and a lack
of marketing to fully convey advantages to the driver. Fast-forward to current times, and you would most
likely be hard pressed to find cars without ABS filling this void. As with ABS, we acknowledge the
likelihood of some hurdles with certain connected/autonomous features that will take time to overcome,
however the future of connected cars remains promising, in our opinion.

We see a plethora of safety and connectivity features emerging, including some with semi-autonomous
driving features, which electronic equipment and software companies play a large role in. For example,
Mobileye (MBLY 36 ***), which employs algorithms through its proprietary EyeQ chipset, to anticipate
an obstruction in a vehicle's path to routinely brake/deviate away from the prior course to avoid collisions.
Uptake remains robust, as volumes reached 1.3 million units in Q1, a 62% expansion from the prior year.
PathFindIR II, manufactured by Flir Systems (FLIR 30 ***) is another offering that can now be ordered as
an option on higher-end cars, enhancing night time driving by employing thermal images of
pedestrians/animals, while being conveniently displayed on your dashboard. While we note only a few of
many innovations, we think an enhanced breadth of connected car offerings will continue to resonate with
consumers and drive further positive implications.

Given solid auto sales and larger consumer appetites for connectivity in vehicles, SNL Kagan has
increased connected car projections. SNL now estimates connectivity was implemented in 13.2 million
automobiles in 2015, up from its previous estimate of 11.3 million. Going forward, SNL now sees
connectivity in 25.3 million cars in 2016 (from 22.4), 38.8 million in 2017 (from 34.7), and around 87
million by 2020 (from 79), and introduced 2021 estimates of approximately 105 million. Interestingly, this
indicates that roughly 65% of all new car sales in 2016 will have connected offerings. As such, we note
estimates imply new cars with connected features could reach around 88% of sales by 2021.

Flextronics Intl. (FLEX 12 ****) is a leading provider of design, manufacturing, and supply chain services
and solutions that span from conceptual sketch to full-scale production ("sketch to scale"). Its High
Reliability Segment (HRS), which incorporates automobile products, comprises roughly 30% of operating
income. The automotive product portfolio offers smart rear view cameras, connectivity/infotainment
products, and motion and power controls. Furthermore, FLEX also has a focus in clean technology, with
power conversion, storage and charging of electric vehicles. We think the HRS segment will display
further growth in 2016 (revenue growth of 10% or more) with new program ramps. The business outlook
for the HRS segment remain solid, as 2017 capacity was 92% booked and 2018 was at 85% for new
business. We think FLEX is well positioned to reap benefits from new advancements in automobiles.

FLIR Systems is widely known for applications in commercial, industrial, and security/military sensor and
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thermal imaging technology, but we note it has expanded products to wireless applications, and
automobiles. Its OEM & Emerging segment accounted for 13% of revenue in Q1 2016, and experienced
20% growth when compared to prior-year period. We note this segment incorporates FLIR's intelligent
traffic system technology. As highlighted earlier, its product offering referred to as PathFindIR, is a built in
thermal imaging camera that displays obstructions ahead via its infotainment LCD display. We note this
product continues to gain traction (recently with GM vehicles), and some higher end automobiles (e.g.,
BMW).

Mobileye is a global leader in the development of computer vision, and machine learning for advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS) and semi-autonomous/fully autonomous driving offerings. MBLY's
products are able to detect lanes, barriers, traffic signs, and traffic lights, through a series of algorithms
from its EyeQ chipsets. As of the end of 2015, MBLY products were offered in 9.7 million vehicles and
221 different car models, and from 19 OEMs (original equipment manufacturers). During Q1 2016,
revenue increased 65% year-over-year, bolstered by a 62% volume increase in EyeQ chips to over 1.3
million units. We think MBLY remains a compelling candidate to prosper from advancement in autos,
however valuation and the risk of competition lead us to a cautious longer term view.

TE Connectivity (TEL 58 ***) is an electronic manufacturing service (EMS) provider that designs and
manufactures electronic components, sensors, network solutions, and telecommunication systems for
customers in the automotive, appliances, defense, telecom, computer and energy industries. While
diversified, we note the core of TE's revenue is derived from its transportation segment (54%), of which
76% came from specific automotive offerings in its March-quarter results. TEL has a large footprint in
automotive chassis systems, infotainment connectivity, safety and security systems, and other in-vehicle
technologies. TEL has recently affirmed its expectations of a 4% to 6% growth in its automobile content
due to the "electronification" trend.

We think potential concerns continue to revolve around security and privacy, as the increase of
connectivity (including cars) raise concerns on how data is shielded from hacking. Additionally, as the
road map is not entirely laid for connected/autonomous features, liability, regulation, and consumer
confidence need to also be fully established for demand to grow, we think.

DAVID HOLT, S&P Global Market Intelligence Equity Analyst
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In-dash auto integration of "infotainment"
connectivity features could open a new front among
digital audio service providers.
POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS:

Pandora Media    [P]

Sirius XM Holdings   [SIRI]
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The market penetration rates for in-vehicle
"infotainment" (IVI) and cellular-enabled
systems seem poised to accelerate in the years
ahead. In-car connectivity should spur new
features and enhancements that will likely open
another competitive front for Digital Audio
Services (DARS). We see notable in-car
initiatives taking hold, with varying implications for the U.S. market leaders in satellite, Internet and
terrestrial radio.

Recent years have heralded the advent of increasingly advanced in-vehicle "infotainment" systems (IVI),
as automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and service providers deploy broadband
connectivity. This aims to provide enhanced safety, security and convenience features, all translating into
increasingly personalized in-vehicle experiences. Using data from SNL Kagan, IVI penetration is projected
to grow to about 88% of an estimated 20.4 million of U.S. light vehicle sales by 2021 - versus 55% (17.8
million) in 2015 and only 1% (14.8 million) in 2012 - with notable gains across basic, mid-range and
high-end vehicles.

Perhaps not coincidentally, digital outlets have garnered a growing share of overall radio listeners, even as
a majority of the overall U.S. radio audience is still tethered to the traditional outlets. Indeed, based on
Jacob Media Research's latest annual consumer survey in March 2016, digital platforms such as streaming,
mobile apps and podcasts represented about 20% of overall U.S. radio listenership (up from 17%
year-ago), while traditional AM/FM radio (in the vehicle, or at home, work or school) accounted for 77%
(down versus 81%). Importantly, nearly half of the survey respondents indicated that all or most of their
AM/FM radio listening occurs in the vehicle, and nearly two-thirds are able to connect a mobile phone or
iPod to their cars.

In addition to underscoring a potentially sizable captive audience for emerging IVI systems, the shifting
landscape should be further supported by the outlook for cellular-enabled cars, likely driven by further
penetration of "future" cars with embedded LTE modems. Also of note, SNL Kagan projects that the U.S.
penetration of in-vehicle cellular will grow to about 52% of an estimated 20.4 million vehicles sold by
2021 - versus 31% (17.8 million) in 2015. Also, the proportion of in-car 4G net additions is seen rising to
95% (versus 5% for 3G) by 2021, from 70% (versus 30%) in 2015, and from only 25% (versus 75%) in
2014.

All told, we see a continued quest for in-vehicle two-way connectivity and more personalized consumer
experiences helping to shape a new competitive front among Digital Audio Services (DARS).
Consequently, primary terrestrial radio providers such as iHeart Media - which also offers a digital audio
service - will likely face intensifying rivalries against in-vehicle offerings from satellite radio provider
Sirius XM Radio, Internet radio company Pandora Media, and other emerging digital platforms. Below, we
highlight some notable initiatives for each of those those three companies and assess their longer-term
prospects in the rapidly evolving car of the future.

iHeartMedia (a subsidiary of iHeart Communications, formerly Clear Channel), with over 250 million
active monthly listeners across its core terrestrial (and to a smaller extent digital) radio platforms, is the
largest U.S. radio company. As of December 31, 2015, the company owned 861 domestic AM/FM radio
stations across more than 150 U.S. markets, and a national radio network (Premiere). According to Jacob's
Media Research, terrestrial radio's share of in-car listening is still a relatively high 66% as of early 2016
(albeit in decline). The company's complementary digital music and live streaming radio service,
iHeartRadio, recently had over 80 million users, with its app downloaded over 800 million times. While
the app has in-dash integration with some car models from a few notable auto OEM manufacturers - as
well as Apple CarPlay and Android Auto - we think the company's related efforts and potential
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monetization opportunities have lagged those of competing all-digital platforms like Sirius XM and
Pandora.

Pandora Media (P 11 ****) is a major streaming radio provider and a leading music discovery platform,
streaming over 21 billion hours of radio programming in 2015. With over 81 million active listeners (as of
December 31, 2015), this market leader in Internet radio recently represented about 10% of overall U.S.
radio listenership (versus 3% of in-car listening, according to Jacobs Media Research). Also, Pandora
recently had over 250 million registered users, a majority of whom accessed its offerings through
smartphones and tablets. P's offerings had recently been activated (via in-dash entertainment systems) by
over 15.5 million unique users, through native integration in 26 major automobile brands encompassing
over 130 vehicle models - including the 10 best-selling passenger vehicles in the U.S. - and eight
automotive aftermarket manufacturers. P's mobile apps are also compatible with Android Auto and Apple
CarPlay.

Sirius XM Radio (SIRI 4 ***) is the U.S. satellite radio provider, broadcasting dozens of programming
channels to nearly 26 million subscribers, as of December 31, 2015. Its 2013 acquisition of Agero, a
leading provider of vehicle safety, security and convenience services, provided a crucial launch-pad into
the nascent connected vehicle services market, in our view. Subsequently, the company has made a
concerted push into connected vehicles though expanded auto OEM pacts that recently represented well
over 40% of U.S. vehicle production. With about a 10% share of in-car listening, SIRI now seems highly
focused on deploying "SXM17", its next-generation platform for audio services that meshes satellite radio
with two-way LTE connectivity in future cars. Also, "SXM17" fosters a seamless mixing and matching of
satellite- and IP-delivered content, while also providing increased personalization and enhanced usage data.

Lastly, we highlight some potential risk factors to our thematic outlook, which could be undermined by
slower-than-expected consumer adoption of in-vehicle offerings due to potential cost, technology or other
factors. In addition, our forecast could be derailed by an inability of DARS providers to secure and extend
auto OEM pacts that are economically feasible and agreeable for all parties.

Tuna N. Amobi, CPA, CFA - S&P Global Market Intelligence Equity Analyst
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We see autonomous vehicles and ride-hailing
apps expanding opportunities in automotive-related
markets and other areas.
POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS:

Alphabet Inc'A'     [GOOGL]

Apple Inc     [AAPL]

Baidu Inc ADS   [BIDU]
The recommendations contained in this Takeaway box are current, and may have changed since the
original story was published. For full S&P Research Reports on these securities (when available), please
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Despite the already large size of
automotive-related markets, we see emerging
opportunities spurred by technology companies
being additive to these areas, and highlight
driverless vehicles and ride-hailing apps in
particular.

Alphabet Inc. (Google) (GOOGL 722 *****)
and Baidu, Inc. (BIDU 170 ***) are two of the
more prominent technology companies that have communicated about plans to develop self-driving cars.
We believe Apple Inc. (AAPL 95 *****) has also been exploring this area. These firms have considerable
resources and records of innovation and execution, and we think they will be at the center of this new era
for automobiles.

Ride-hailing apps like Uber have become a preferred way to enable car travel. We see momentum despite
some legal and regulatory issues. We also think these new transportation systems will be increasingly used
for non-travel purposes, like for deliveries of goods, for example.

Aggregate calendar year 2015 revenue for companies in the four automotive-focused sub-industries was
$3.6 trillion (including companies with annual revenues of at least $100 million apiece). We think
driverless vehicles and ride-hailing mobile apps and related offerings will expand market opportunities.

Autonomous driving technologies were seen as an $11 billion opportunity for this year, growing to $45
billion in 2021, per PricewaterhouseCoopers. Alphabet has been a leader in this area, and points to benefits
including the impaired not having to give up their independence, more efficient commuters, and traffic
accidents being reduced dramatically. Baidu has been working in this area since 2013, with plans for its
cars to be on the road in 2018. Otto, a private company founded by former Google engineers is working on
self-driving long-haul trucks. Many wonder about Apple, and we believe hires since the beginning of 2015
with auto-related backgrounds, and significant increases in R&D and capex signal at least a strong interest.

In the fourth quarter of 2015, for the first time, more U.S. business traveler money was spent on
ride-hailing apps (42%) than on car rentals (38%) or taxis (20%), per T&E software company Certify. We
see ride-hailing as the first of many markets for Uber and others. In September, NYU Professor Aswath
Damodaran assessed related aggregate opportunities of $310 billion, including taxi/limousine, rental cars,
logistics (moving and local delivery), and mobility (domestic mass transit and global car sharing).
Interestingly, Alphabet led an investment in Uber in 2013. In March, 169 million trips were booked
worldwide with Uber, compared with number two domestic competitor Lyft's 11 million in the U.S. In
September, Lyft announced a strategic partnership with China's ride-hailing leader Didi Chuxing, which
recently announced a $1 billion investment from Apple. We believe it makes sense for developers of
self-driving cars to set alliances with ride-hailing companies, given the potential for on-the-road
partnerships in the future (e.g., we see the potential for ride-hailing apps to eventually request autonomous
cars).

We see self-driving cars at a very early stage, with risks including technological advancement, consumer
interest and adoption, and legal/regulatory challenges. Ride-hailing companies are facing competitive
markets, and issues related to how to classify their drivers and operate within federal laws and local rules.

Alphabet is the world's largest Internet company, and has become a kind of next-generation digital
conglomerate. One of its best-known non-core initiatives is the self-driving car, and late last year
Bloomberg published an unconfirmed report indicating that these operations would become a separate
Alphabet company this year. We think this effort, which began in 2009, is important for the company, as a
number of its "moonshots," have not gained traction or achieved success over the years. In September,
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John Krafcik became the CEO of this initiative after decades in the traditional car industry. Interestingly,
Google's Waze mapping business recently announced a carpooling app.

Apple has not stated or even implied that is has pursued or will move to develop and deliver a self-driving
car. However, multiple hires made since the beginning of last year, including former Tesla employees,
indicate an interest. We also note substantial increases in R&D and capex over the past few years, from FY
10 (Sep.) to FY 15, of $2.4 billion to $8.1 billion and $2.0 billion to $11.2 billion, respectively. We also
point to the recently announced $1 billion investment in Didi Chuxing, China's leading ride-hailing
company. This was Apple's largest ever equity investment.

Baidu is the leading search company in China. Like Alphabet (Google), Baidu has leveraged its search
prowess, developed substantial capabilities in mapping and location services as well as artificial
intelligence, and has been working on self-driving cars. We see substantial opportunities for Baidu in
China, with country ownership of 172 million cars and 279 million vehicles last year, according to China's
Ministry of Public Security. Recently, the company indicated, according to an unconfirmed report from the
Wall Street Journal, that it would soon start testing autonomous cars in the U.S. The company has an office
in Silicon Valley and many of its employees are focused on this initiative.

Uber (privately held) has pioneered and perfected the ride-hailing business, focusing on safety, reliability,
and affordability. Since starting in mid-2010, it has built a presence in over 60 countries and hundreds of
cities around the world. Uber offers economy, premium, accessibility (for wheelchairs or with car seats)
and carpool options. In addition, UberEATS delivers food in New York City. Uber has been facing
challenges from drivers wanting to be considered employees and not contractors, and municipalities
wanting to oversee and regulate its operations. We think Uber is losing money, and have noted fierce
competition, especially in the Chinese market, where Didi Chuxing is the leading provider. Last week,
Uber announced testing of its own self-driving cars, near the company's Advanced Technologies Center in
Pittsburgh.

SCOTT KESSLER, S&P Global Market Intelligence Equity Analyst
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Self driving cars may account for 50% of all
cars driven in the next 20 or so years, changing the
demand for liability insurance.
POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS:
Progressive
Corp,Ohio

  [PGR]

NEGATIVE IMPLICATIONS:

Allstate Corp   [ALL]
Berkshire
Hathaway'B'

  [BRK.B]
The recommendations contained in this Takeaway box are current, and may have changed since the
original story was published. For full S&P Research Reports on these securities (when available), please
click on the ticker and download the report.
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Self-driving or automated cars are estimated to
account for up to 50% of cars on the road in the
next 20 to 30 years, with some estimates as
high as 75%. According to data from the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE), up to 75% of all vehicles will be totally
autonomous by 2040. In the meantime,
autonomous features like blind spot monitoring,
forward collision warnings, and parking assist
mechanisms are being utilized to reduce
crashes. These features will likely reduce
insurance costs, benefiting most insurers' underwriting profitability. The advent of a totally driver-less car,
however, threatens the core auto insurance liability business model. Although there are numerous
roadblocks to the adoption of this new technology- including consumer attitudes and acceptance, and legal
and regulatory issues- a shift to driver-less cars would theoretically shift the legal liability away from the
driver since the incidence of crashes would likely be reduced and the liability in a crash would shift from
human error to product liability, potentially reducing or removing the need for auto liability insurance. This
shift has huge ramifications for the insurance industry- auto liability premiums totaled $136.7 billion in
2015 and represented nearly 27% of total industry net written premiums of some $514 billion in 2015,
based on data from SNL Financial and the Insurance Services Office (ISO). While this shift would be
gradual, and would be accompanied by a likely increase in the costs to insure against physical damage to
these more technologically advanced cars, and would also lead to higher product liability insurance costs
(likely borne by the automaker), this is still a significant threat to the industry.

While this trend will emerge gradually, this shift from driver-dependent vehicles to driver-less vehicles
will likely bifurcate the insurance industry, as those insurers who have shifted their business and
underwriting models are equipped to deal with this change, to the detriment of those who have not
embraced it or have discounted its impact. Finally, we think there is another divisive element to this trend-
the rate at which insurers adapt to this new model. Those first to market with an autonomous auto policy
will likely enjoy some pricing power, while those who fail to adapt may face financial peril as a large
percentage of their premium base evaporates. Exacerbating this threat is the likelihood that the early
adopters of this new technology would likely be younger, affluent and better educated-the demographic
that are typically safer drivers. This would further bifurcate the driving population, leaving the "traditional"
driving pool filled with less desirable drivers.

Allstate Corp. (ALL 67 ***) ALL is the third largest private passenger auto insurer, with a market share of
10% in 2015, based on data from SNL Financial. In its 2015 annual report, ALL noted that while it is
investing in telematics and broadening the value proposition for the connected consumer, it acknowledged
that driverless cars could disrupt the demand for its current product offerings and that it may not be
effective in anticipating and adjusting to this shift. Berkshire Hathaway Inc's (BRK.B 141 ***) GEICO
unit has rapidly grown its personal auto business through an aggressive pricing and advertising campaign,
which has propelled the company to the number two slot in the private passenger auto market with a
market share of 11.7%. GEICO's direct-to-consumer model and successful brand management leave it
well-positioned to pivot to a new business model. However, we do not get the sense this is a top priority or
even viewed as a risk for the firm.

Progressive Corp. (PGR 33 ***) PGR is probably the best-positioned among the top tier auto insurers to
adapt to this change in driving patterns Several years ago PGR began using telematics devices to track
drivers' driving patterns in an attempt to better align insurance premiums with driving patterns. That has
yielded PGR a database of information it says it can use to assess the risk of autonomous cars. As the
fourth-largest auto insurer (with a market share of nearly 9% in 2015), PGR's ability to pivot could give it
an advantage over peers. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. is a mutual insurer owned by its
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policyholders, not shareholders (and thus does not have publicly traded shares). As the number one auto
insurer (with a market share of 18.3% in 2015), State Farm is heavily exposed to this trend and has taken
the lead is addressing this issue, partly through its plans to transition its product offerings away from
silo-ed products to a more holistic "life management" offering that would encompass an array of insurance
protection.

C. Seifert - S&P Capital IQ
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